Microwetting of supported graphene on hydrophobic surfaces revealed by polymerized interfacial femtodroplets.
Understanding the wettability of graphene is the crucial step toward the design and control of graphene-based surface in contact with liquids. In this work, the static microwettability of a supported single layer graphene (SLG) immersed in water or alcoholic aqueous solutions is revealed by the morphological characterization of the polymerized interfacial femtoliter droplets. As expected, the contact angle of the femtoliter droplets on the SLG in water is in between that on the underlying silanized silicon and that on graphite (HOPG). However, the wettability of femtoliter droplets on the SLG demonstrates a unique dependence on the compositions of the surrounding liquid medium: Their contact angle on SLG becomes much larger than that on both graphite and on silanized silicon, once short-chain alcohol molecules are present in the surrounding medium. To account for this finding, we hypothesize two scenarios to rationalize the effect of alcohol on the microwettability on SLG. The understanding elucidated in this study may allow for improved control of the interaction between graphene and the surrounding liquid environment and facilitate applications in which graphene is in contact with liquids, such as in microfluidics and in lab-on-chip systems.